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Nondiffracting vector Bessel beams are of considerable interest due to their nondiffracting nature and unique
high-numerical-aperture focusing properties. Here we demonstrate their creation by a simple procedure requiring
only a spatial light modulator and an azimuthally varying birefringent plate, known as a q-plate. We extend our
control of both the geometric and dynamic phases to perform a polarization and modal decomposition on the vector
field. We study both single-charged Bessel beams as well as superpositions and find good agreement with theory.
Since we are able to encode nondiffracting modes with circular polarizations possessing different orbital
angular momenta, we suggest these modes will be of interest in optical trapping, microscopy, and optical
communication. © 2013 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (140.3295) Laser beam characterization; (090.1995) Digital holography; (050.2770) Gratings; (050.4865)
Optical vortices.
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There has been considerable interest of late in optical
modes of spatially inhomogeneous polarization states,
for example cylindrical symmetric polarization, commonly referred to as cylindrical vector (CV) beams [1–4]
that includes radially and azimuthally polarized light, and
a linear superposition of the two to form generalized
cylindrical polarization. In the cross-sectional profile of
these CV beams, the local polarization state is linearly
polarized at different orientations, resulting in them
occupying the equator on the Poincaré sphere. Recently
a more general type of vector beam [full Poincaré (FP)
beams] has been proposed and demonstrated [5,6] where
the local polarization state spans the entire surface of the
Poincaré sphere. Various generation methods of CV and
FP beams have been developed from laser gain media
[7,8], optical fibers [9], radial polarization converters
[10,11], liquid crystal displays [12], q-plates [13], and interferometric methods [14]. CV beams exhibit unique
properties under high numerical-aperture focusing giving
rise to the realization of tighter focal spots [15–18] resulting in applications in spectroscopy, particle acceleration,
microscopy, optical trapping, and interferometry [1–4].
These beams have interesting propagation characteristics: in free space due to the manifestation of the
universal form of the Gouy phase of astigmatic wave
fields [19] and have been shown to be more resilient
to atmospheric turbulence [20].
It is also possible to generate such vector beams as
vector–vortex beams. Scalar vortex fields carry orbital
angular momentum (OAM) and have an azimuthal angular
dependence of expilθ where l is the azimuthal
index and θ is the azimuthal angle. One such example of
propagation-invariant scalar modes which are OAM carriers are higher-order Bessel beams [21,22]. Experimental
studies into the generation of diffraction-limited vector
beams have remained somewhat limited with reports
on the use of subwavelength gratings [23], polarization
grating (PG) axicons [24], quantized Pancharatnam
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Berry phase elements in conjugation with an axicon
[25], and interferometric techniques [26,27].
In this Letter, we present a new procedure for the generation and measurement of nondiffracting vector Bessel
beams. We control both the dynamic and geometric
phase, using a spatial light modulator (SLM) and q-plate,
to convert arbitrary incoming scalar fields into nondiffracting vector fields. We simultaneously detect both
the polarization and azimuthal components of our vector
Bessel beam by implementing a PG in conjugation with a
second SLM to perform a polarization selective azimuthal
modal decomposition. Although this technique is
outlined with Bessel beams as the spatial modes, it
can easily be extended to other OAM-carrying modes.
We illustrate the concept for both the generation
and measurement of vector Bessel beams with the aid
of Fig. 1. To generate arbitrary superpositions of
scalar Bessel beams an expanded HeNe laser beam
(λ ∼ 633 nm) was directed onto the first SLM (SLM1).
These fields were generated in a similar approach to
Durnin’s ring-slit aperture method [21], implemented
digitally [22] on SLM1 (HoloEye, PLUTO-VIS, with

Fig. 1. Schematic of the experimental setup [division 1, scalar
generation; division 2, vector generation; division 3, vector
decomposition; division 4, scalar (azimuthal) decomposition].
L, lens (f 1  15 mm, f 2  150 mm, f 3 and f 4  500 mm,
f 5  300 mm); SLM, spatial light modulator; A, aperture; Q,
q-plate; PG, polarization grating; CCD, camera.
© 2013 Optical Society of America
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1920 × 1080 pixels of pitch 8 μm and calibrated for a 2π
phase shift at ∼633 nm) with the use of complex
amplitude modulation [28–30]. Mathematically we may
describe such a generalized superposition of Bessel
beams as
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J l kr r expilϕ
;
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l

(1)

where J l · is the Bessel function of the first kind, kr is
the transverse wave vector and the Jones vector denotes
linear polarization. To convert this scalar field into a CV
field, we introduce in the second step (2) an azimuthally
varying birefringent plate, known as a q-plate, which
couples OAM to spin angular momentum through the
transformation
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where the first matrix corresponds to the Jones
matrix for a q-plate [31] and Q is the azimuthal charge
introduced by the q-plate (Q  2q). The two vectors correspond to right- and left-circular polarization, respectively. The action of the q-plate [given by the Jones
matrix in Eq. (2)] can be represented in bra–ket notation
as follows: jl; Li → jl  Q; Ri and jl; Ri → jl − Q; Li,
where R and L represent right- and left-circular polarization, respectively. The q-plate was manufactured as a polymerizable liquid crystal film on a glass substrate, whose
spatial variation of the optical axis was realized by photoaligning the local director of the liquid crystalline
material with UV light [32,33]. The UV light was shaped
to a narrow stripe which was exposed onto the sample
azimuthally with a rotating linear polarization. The concept of this coupling of angular momenta is shown in
Fig. 2(a), where an experimentally generated circularly
polarized Gaussian beam is converted into an oppositely
handed vortex beam. The optical field after the q-plate
(Q  1) was therefore a vector Bessel beam described by
u ∝ jl  1; Ri  jl − 1; Li  expilϕj1; Ri  j − 1; Li,
which we note is a radial polarized state since

Fig. 2. (a) Transform of a q-plate with corresponding state
equations. (b) The action of a PG with the incoming polarization
marked in the corresponding outputs.
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To perform a modal decomposition on the vector vortex beam we again exploit both the dynamic and geometric phases. We employ a PG with a period of 8.3 μm,
which acts as a polarizing beam splitter for left- and
right-circular polarization, to split the field into its two
spin components (step 3 in Fig. 1), and also shown in
Fig. 2(b). The process for manufacturing the PG is similar
to that for the q-plate; however, a polarization holography
setup was used where the sample was exposed with the
interference of two plane waves each of opposite circular
polarization [33,34]. With the vector beam projected into
two path-dependent scalar beams, we finally perform a
modal decomposition on each to reconstruct the full vector vortex beam. We consider the modal decomposition
of our input
P field E into azimuthal modes expilϕ so
that E  l cl expilϕ. The modal weighting coefficients cl may be found by the inner product of the field
with an azimuthal match filter, jhEj expilϕij  cl . The
inner product was executed experimentally by directing
the modes onto the match filter, encoded on SLM2 and
viewing the Fourier transform, with the use of lens L3, on
the CCD (Spiricon BeamGage, SP620U). SLM2 is also
only responsive to horizontally polarized modes. However, since the horizontal component is present in both
left- and right-circular polarizations, we need not introduce additional polarization optics. The PG was aligned
appropriately so that the port containing the left-circular
polarization modes were incident on SLM2 so as to extract their azimuthal modes. Later, the PG was adjusted
to direct the right-circular polarization modes onto SLM2
for the execution of their azimuthal decomposition. We
point out that this could be done in a single step by
directing both components to adjacent sectors of SLM2.
Scalar Bessel beams as well as superpositions thereof
were created with SLM1, with near- and far-field images
shown in the top row of Fig. 3. Figure 3(a) shows a

Fig. 3. Experimentally recorded near- and far-field intensity
profiles of (a) and (b) the scalar single-charged Bessel beam
of azimuthal index l  0; (c) and (d) superposition of azimuthal
indices l  −2 and 2. (e)–(h) Experimental near-field [(e) and
(g)] and far-field [(f) and (h)] intensity profiles of the corresponding vector Bessel fields recorded after the q-plate. Insets
denote the corresponding vector beams recorded with a polarizer in front of the CCD. Red (white) arrows denote the polarization direction (polarizer orientation).
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Fig. 4. (a)–(g) Experimentally recorded near-field intensity profiles of vector Bessel fields recorded after the q-plate with a polarizer in front of the CCD for initial scalar Bessel beams of l  −5; −3; −1; 0; 1; 3, and 5, respectively. (h)–(n) Intensity profiles for
an l  0 vector Bessel beam recorded with a rotating polarizer. The full data (video) can be viewed in Media 1. White arrows mark
the corresponding polarizer setting.

zero-order Bessel beam recorded at the aperture (A) in
Fig. 1 and its corresponding far-field depicted in Fig. 3(b),
and similarly in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) for a superposition of
Bessel beams of azimuthal indices l  −2 and 2. In the
case of the superposition, the azimuthal indices are of
equal magnitude but opposite handedness resulting in
the predicted petal structure, where the number of petals
is denoted by 2jlj [22]. The fields entering the q-plate are
linearly polarized (an equal weighting of left- and rightcircular polarization) and so the transformation of
Eq. (2) takes place: the left-circular component is converted to the right-circular component, while decreasing
the azimuthal component by unit charge of OAM while
the reserve procedure takes place on the right-circular
component, converting it to left while simultaneously
increasing the azimuthal component by unit charge of
OAM (jl; Li → jl  Q; Ri and jl; Ri → jl − Q; Li). The
resulting field after the q-plate, is shown in Figs. 3(e)
and 3(g). These are nondiffracting vector Bessel beams
with radial polarization, as described by Eq. (3). In the
case of the zero-order Bessel beam, the OAM associated
with the left-circular component increases by unit charge
of OAM (while the right-circular component decreases by
unit charge of OAM), thus producing a superposition of
two Bessel beams of azimuthal indices l  −1 and 1,
resulting in an intensity structure with two petals
(2jlj) as seen through a polarizer and shown in the insert
in Fig. 3(e). Similarly, the superimposed Bessel beams
of azimuthal indices l  −2 and 2 becomes a superimposition of Bessel beams of azimuthal indices
l  −3; −1; 1, and 3 after the q-plate, as illustrated
in Fig. 3(g). The corresponding far fields of Figs. 3(e)
and 3(g) are given in Figs. 3(f) and 3(h). Here the number
of line singularities in the far field is denoted by 2jlj (the
same as the number of petals), as illustrated in the inserts
in Figs. 3(f) and 3(h). While the aforementioned examples illustrate the technique, there is of course a myriad
of choices for which vector Bessel beams to create. We
show in Figs. 4(a)–4(g) additional experimental nearfield images of vector Bessel fields (with a polarizer)
for initial scalar beams of azimuthal indices ranging from
l  −5 to l  5. A polarizer (positioned after the
q-plate) was rotated to illustrate that the intensity
profile of the vector Bessel field rotates. Snapshots of
the intensity profiles for a CV Bessel beam (for an
initial single scalar Bessel beam of l  0) is presented

in Figs. 4(h)–4(n), illustrating the rotation of the field
as the polarizer is rotated.
An azimuthal decomposition [35,36] was performed
digitally on each polarization component of the generated fields and the results are depicted in Fig. 5(a) for the
left- (orange) and right-circular (pink) components, respectively. The measurement of the azimuthal indices,
presented in Fig. 5(a) (orange) [Fig. 5(a) (pink)], illustrates that the scalar single-charged Bessel beams incur
an increase (decrease) in their OAM when passing
through the q-plate, as expected from the transformation
in Eq. (2). This is evident by the two rows of off-diagonal
peaks, displaced from the original by 1. Figures 5(b)
and 5(c) denote the left- and right-circular components
(of azimuthal indices l  1 and l  −1, respectively),
which make up the vector vortex beam presented in
Fig. 3(e).
In conclusion, we have shown an experimental realization of nondiffracting vector Bessel beams through control of both the dynamic and geometric phase. We make
use of digital holograms to create custom vortex beams
and exploit q-plates for the conversion into CV vortex
fields. We detected the polarization of the generated field

Fig. 5. (a) Correlation signals for the azimuthal decomposition
for both the left- (orange) and right-circular (pink) polarization
components. (b) l  1 and (c) l  −1 Bessel beams after the
q-plate associated with left- and right-circular polarization
components, respectively. (d) A table summarizing the transformation of the input l values after the q-plate.
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with the use of a PG, as well as their vortex nature by
performing an azimuthal modal decomposition. In addition to their known classical applications, having the ability to simultaneously control the polarization and OAM
degrees of freedom is useful in hyper-entanglement
systems.
The authors acknowledge support from the U.S.
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and the National Research Foundation.
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